
Registration form      Abbreviations: DR = double room, SR = single room, Pax = participant of dancing class/ journey 
 
Name and date of birth  

 
Pax……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

Other pax:…………………………………………………………………………………………….………………………………………………… 

Street……………………………………………………………………Postal code and city………………………………………………………. 

Phone / Fax / E-Mail………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 Please tick off the following: 

Hereby I register myself/ for us for □ dancing journey    □ workshop  

Theme and date………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

Accomodation in □  SR   □  DR □  3-/4-bed room (shared with.......………….………………….....................................................) 

Arrival by      □  car  □  train  □  plane 

Car-pooling:  □ I’m offering  □ I’m looking for   for ____ persons     

Travel insurance in case of cancellation or breaking off, valid for all journeys all over the world for the period of 1 year, up to an cost of 

1500 €/journey:  □ 39 € / 20% self quota □  64 € / without self quota  beginning□ next □ other date:………………………… 

Miscellaneous 

 

Date     Signature I hereby acknowledge the terms and conditions (see below) 

 

Please supply accurate, cut and send it with a letter to Giorgio Zankl or scan and send it as pdf- attachement in an email 

Terms and conditions 
Organizer and course leader (if not indicated otherwise in the text of the public announcement) 
Giorgio Zankl, Lechnerstr. 38 RG.,D-82067 Zell;  Phone 0049-89-30786791, E-Mail: tanz@giorgio-zankl.de   
Bank-account: Raiffeisenbank Isar-Loisachtal,  
IBAN: DE80 7016 9543 0000 0737 84  BIC: GENODEF1HHS 
 
Registration 
Together with your registration, a deposit of 20% of the total costs becomes due. Please transfer this amount to the above listed 
account of Giorgio Zankl. In case of a dancing journey, the outstanding payment is due four weeks before the trip starts. In all other 
cases (workshops) it is due two weeks previous to the beginning of the course.   
Deadline for registration for dancing journey is usually three months before the trip starts because lodging and travel expenses need 
to be covered ahead of time. It is still possible to register later but in this case the actual costs might differ from the prices listed in the 
proposal. For courses where Giorgio Zankl is the course leader but not the organizer (for example adult education center) please refer 
to the organizer’s payment arrangements.    
Confirmation of registration: For dancing journeys you will receive a written confirmation within one week, starting from the date of 
reception of your registration. For workshops, confirmation is automatically considered as valid if there is no cancellation from the 
organizer’s side within one week.   
Discounts 
Children: up to 2 years: free of charge; 2 – 10 years: 50% 
Students, unemployed and other people with low income: please ask me! 
Groups starting from 4 fully paying adults for dancing journeys: 30 € per person 
Withdrawal 
Withdrawal by the participants is possible at all times, but only by a written note. Standard cancellation fee:until the 90th day before the 
beginning: 10%, 89th day until 60th day before beginning: 20%, 59th until 30th day before beginning: 50%, 29th until 15th day before 
beginning: 75%, starting from the 14th day: 90% of the total price. If a substitute is found by the participant wishing to withdraw, only 
the costs for transfer posting are considered. The editing time for this is calculated with 16 €/ hour. The organizer reserves the right to 
cancel until up to 10 days before the beginning of the trip in case the minimum number of 8 pax has not been reached. In this case, 
the journey can also be conducted after consulting the participants. In case of withdrawal by the organizer, the full amount of money is 
refunded. Further claims can not be enforced. In case a course can not be held because of long-term hindrance of the course 
leader/ travel guide, the organizer will look for an equally qualified substitute. If this is not possible participants can choose to either 
resign completely from the booked journey at no charge or  make demands on the other booked benefits (lodging, meals, travel 
costs). In this case, the amount for the dancing courses is refunded. No other claims will be accepted.   
Accountability for damage to persons or property is excluded. As far as Giorgio Zankl is arranging accomodation and travel tickets 
for pax, he is doing this after accurate research of the business partner, but doesn’t take responsibility for keep their promises.  
 

Amendments: Travel conditions and prices are based on a carefully done research. However, small amendments can not be 
excluded due to the long-term planning and the dependance on external service providers.  

 


